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Abstract
To a proper generic immersion of a finite number of copies of the unit interval in a 2-disc, called a divide,
A’Campo associates a link in S3. From the more general notion of ordered Morse signed divides, one obtains a
braid presentation of links of divides. In this paper, we prove that every strongly invertible link is isotopic to the
link of an ordered Morse signed divide. We give fundamental moves for ordered Morse signed divides and show
that strongly invertible links are equivalent if and only if we can pass from one ordered Morse signed divide to the
other by a sequence of such moves. Then we associate a polynomial to an ordered Morse signed divide, invariant
for these moves. So this polynomial is invariant for the equivalence of strongly invertible links.
c© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The notion of divide was introduced by A’Campo [1] and Gusein-Zade [5], first in the case of real
morsifications of isolated complex plane curve singularities. In [2], A’Campo defined the link of a divide.
The link of an isolated complex plane curve singularity is isotopic to the link of the divide of a real
morsification [2,10]. In a more general context, a divide Γ is a proper generic immersion of a finite
number of copies of the unit interval and of the unit circle into the unit 2-disc D2. Let’s denote by
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TD2 ' D2 × R2 the tangent space to D2. As in [3], we define the link L(Γ ) of the divide Γ in the unit
3-sphere of TD2:
L(Γ ) = {(p, v) ∈ TD2 : p ∈ Γ , v ∈ TpΓ , ‖p‖2 + ‖v‖2 = 1}.
The involution j (p, v) = (p,−v) preserves L(Γ ) as a set, with orientation reversed, and has a fixed
point set ∂D2 × {0}.
Suppose that there exists a direction d, coordinates (x, y) in D2 such that d corresponds to y-axis,
and a ∈]0; 1[ such that each branch of Γ is a tranversal to the level of the projection pi1 on x-axis except
at the minima (resp. maxima) of pi1|Γ , which all project on −a (resp. a), and such that all crossing
points project in ] − a; a[. Call such a divide an ordered Morse divide (relative to d). Let ε be a function
that associates a + or − sign to each crossing point of Γ : (Γ , ε) will be called an ordered Morse
signed divide (OMS-divide). In [4], we define the link L(Γ , ε) of an OMS-divide (Γ , ε) (if ε ≡ + then
L(Γ , ε) = L(Γ )). One of the main results of [4] is the following:
Proposition ([4]). Every link of a divide is isotopic to the link of an OMS-divide.
As a by-product, one deduces an algorithm to obtain a braid presentation of the link of a divide.
An oriented link L in S3 is strongly invertible if there exists an involution (strong inversion) j of
( S3, L) with a non-empty fixed point set that preserves the orientation of S3 and reverses the orientation
of L . From the solution of the Smith conjecture [9], Fix( j) is a trivial knot. Since a link may have several
strong inversions up to isotopy, a strongly invertible link will always be given together with a strong
inversion. Then we say that two strongly invertible links (L , j) and (L ′, j ′) are strongly equivalent if
there exists an isotopy ϕt , t ∈ [0, 1], of S3 sending L to L ′ and such that ϕ1 ◦ j = j ′ ◦ϕ1. In particular if
L = L ′, two strong inversions that are strongly equivalent are conjugate by a diffeomorphism of ( S3, L)
preserving the orientation of S3.
The link of an OMS-divide (and of a divide) is strongly invertible with respect to the involution
j (p, v) = (p,−v). One of the main results of this paper is the converse:
every strongly invertible link is isotopic to the link of an OMS-divide.
Instead of using OMS-divides, we introduce the intermediate notion of a signed divide. For a divide Γ ,
we assign a sign ε = ± to each crossing point and also a direction d to each negative crossing point,
which is one of the two bisecting lines of the tangents at this point (signed divides are pretty much the
same as Morse signed divides in [4], but easier to use). We also define the link L(Γ , ε, d) of a signed
divide (for an OMS-divide (Γ , ε), d is vertical for each negative crossing point, and we recover L(Γ , ε)).
Then we have:
Proposition 1.10. Every strongly invertible link, together with its strong inversion, is strongly equivalent
to the link of a signed divide with the strong inversion j (p, v) = (p,−v).
Moreover, suppose that a link in R3, strongly invertible for the pi -rotation about a line ` is given by
its planar projection on a generic plane containing `. Then the proof gives us an algorithm to obtain a
signed divide from this projection.
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Two signed divides which are obtained from one to the other by isotopy through signed divides in D2
and a sequence of the following moves are calledM-equivalent:
Proposition 1.7. The links of twoM-equivalent signed divides are strongly equivalent (with respect to
j (p, v) = (p,−v)) (cf. [4] for moves II, III0 and III3).
From Proposition 1.10 and the following theorem, we deduce the converse: these moves characterize
strong equivalence.
Theorem 1.13. The links of two signed divides are strongly equivalent if and only if the two signed
divides areM-equivalent.
In order to transpose these results to OMS-divides, we need to introduce moves preserving OMS-
divides. They are of three kinds:
(1) Moves II, III0 and III3 preserve OMS-divides:
(2) The following “exchanging moves” allow us to interchange two folds, or a fold with an end point at
the level pi−11 (a) or pi
−1
1 (−a) of an OMS-divide:
(or symmetric situations with respect to vertical for minima).
(3) The following “folding moves” allow us to increase or decrease the number of strings of an OMS-
divide:
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(or symmetric ones with respect to horizontal and vertical).
We then obtain our main theorem:
Theorem 2.6. (1) Every strongly invertible link (with its strong inversion) is strongly equivalent to the
link of an OMS-divide.
(2) Two M-equivalent OMS-divides can be obtained from one to the other by isotopy through OMS-
divides and a sequence of moves II, III0, III3, E±1 , E±2 , F±1 and F±2 .
(3) The links of two OMS-divides are strongly equivalent if and only if the OMS-divides are M-
equivalent.
Then, in section Section 3, we construct a polynomial from OMS-divides which is invariant forM-
equivalence, and so for strong equivalence of strongly invertible links.
1. Divides and strongly invertible links
1.1. Divides and links of divides
Definition 1.1. A divide of the unit 2-disc D2 of R2 is the image Γ of a proper generic immersion γ :
γ : (J, ∂ J )→ (D2, ∂D2), J = (unionsqrj=1 I j ) unionsq (unionsqsj=1 S j )
where I j and S j are, respectively, copies of [0, 1] and S1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}, generically meaning that
the only singularities of γ are ordinary double points and Γ = γ (J ) intersects ∂D2 transversally. Every
γ (I j ) (resp. γ (S j )) is called interval (resp. circular) branch.
All along this paper, we identify D2 with the unit 2-disc of C, its tangent space TD2 with D2 × C
and the unit sphere S3 with:
S(D2) = {(p, v) ∈ TD2 : |p|2 + |v|2 = 1}.
Denote by pi1 : S(D2) → D2 the projection pi1(p, v) = p and by j : S(D2) → S(D2) the involution
j (p, v) = (p,−v) with axis Fix( j) = ∂D2 × {0}. We define the link L(Γ ) ⊂ pi−11 (Γ ) of the divide Γ
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(see [3]):
L(Γ ) = {(p, v) ∈ S(D2) : p ∈ Γ , v ∈ TpΓ }.
Definition 1.2. An oriented link L of S3 is strongly invertible if there exists an involution (strong
inversion) j of ( S3, L) that preserves the orientation of S3 and reverses the orientation of L , such that
Fix( j) is a trivial knot in S3. We will denote j (L) = −L and L will also be called j-strongly invertible.
Notice that from the solution of the Smith conjecture [9], the condition on Fix( j) can be replaced by
Fix( j) 6= ∅, which is always realised if the number components of L is odd.
Proposition 1.3. The link L(Γ ) has a natural orientation and is strongly invertible for the strong
inversion j (p, v) = (p,−v). Moreover, to each interval branch of Γ corresponds a unique strongly
invertible component of L(Γ ) which intersects Fix( j) in two points, and to each circular branch of Γ
correspond two components of L(Γ ) disjoint from Fix( j) and interchanged by j . (See Fig. 1.)
Fig. 1.
Proof. Let Γ0 be a branch of Γ , parametrized by arc length p : [0, `] → Γ0 and L0 = L(Γ0) ⊂ L(Γ ).
We define L+0 and L
−
0 by:
L+0 = {m+(s) = (p(s), λ(s) p˙(s)), s ∈ [0, `]}
L−0 = {m−(s) = (p(−s),−λ(−s) p˙(−s)), s ∈ [−`, 0]}
where λ(s) = √1− |p(s)|2. If Γ0 is an interval branch with extremities a = p(0) and b = p(`) with
unit tangent vectors u = p˙(0) and v = p˙(`), then L+0 and L−0 glue smoothly together on Fix( j) at (a, 0)
and (b, 0) to form the unique component L0 of L(Γ ) oriented according to the parametrization:
m : [−`, `] → L0 m(s) =
{
m−(s) si − ` ≤ s ≤ 0
m+(s) si 0 ≤ s ≤ `
with unit tangent vectors (0, u) and (0, v) at (a, 0) and (b, 0) respectively. If Γ0 is a circular branch,
L0 is the oriented link with two components L
+
0 and L
−
0 respectively parametrized by m
+ and m−, and
doesn’t meet Fix( j). In those two cases, the orientation of L0 induced by m+ and m− does not depend
on the choice of the orientation of Γ0 induced by s 7→ p(s). Since j (m−(s)) = m+(−s), j sends L−0
onto L+0 with the opposite orientation. 
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1.2. Isotopy of links associated to divides
Since a strongly invertible link may have several strong inversions up to isotopy, a strongly invertible
link L will be given with a strong inversion. In the case of the link of a divide, the strong inversion will
always be j (p, v) = (p,−v). We introduce the following definition of strong equivalence for strongly
invertible links:
Definition 1.4. Two strongly invertible links (L0, j0) and (L1, j1) of S3 are strongly equivalent if there
exists an isotopy ϕ : S3 × [0, 1] → S3, ϕ(m, t) = ϕt (m) such that ϕ0 = id S3 , ϕ1|L0 : L0 → L1 is
one-to-one orientation preserving and ϕ1 ◦ j0 = j1 ◦ ϕ1.
Moreover, if j0 = j1 and ϕt ◦ j0 = j0 ◦ ϕt for all t ∈ [0, 1], we say that (L0, j0) and (L1, j0) are
j0-strongly equivalent or j0-isotopic and ϕt is called a j0-isotopy.
Proposition 1.5 ([4]). Let Γ0 and Γ1 be two divides of D2. If Γ0 and Γ1 are isotopic in D2 or come
from one to the other by the following triangular move in a small 2-disc Dη ⊂ D˚2 (see Fig. 2):
Fig. 2.
then L(Γ0) and L(Γ1) are j-strongly equivalent.
1.3. Signed divides andM-equivalence
We extend the class of divides (compare with Morse signed divides in [4]).
Definition 1.6. A signed divide is a triple (Γ , ε, d) where Γ is a divide, ε a function that associates a +
or − sign to each crossing point and d is a direction function that associates to each negative crossing
point one of the two bisecting lines of the tangents of Γ at this point. A divide without sign corresponds
to a divide with only + signs.
As in [4], we define the link L(Γ , ε, d) of a sign divide (Γ , ε, d) in the following way. For each
crossing point pk with negative sign, let θk ∈ [0, pi[ be the angle of the bisecting line d(pk). Choose a
small 2-disc Dk ⊂ D˚2 centered in pk , which intersects Γ along two diameters δ′k and δ′′k with angles θ ′k
and θ ′′k respectively, such that θk < θ ′k < θ ′′k < θk + pi . Let Tk = pi−11 (Dk) ' Dk × S1. We define:
L(Γ , ε, d) =
[
L(Γ ) \
⋃
k
Tk
]
∪
[⋃
k
Lk(Γ , ε, d)
]
where Lk(Γ , ε, d) ⊂ pi−11 (δ′k ∪δ′′k ) consists in the four oriented curves c′k , c′′k , j (−c′k) and j (−c′′k ) shown
in Fig. 3, whose extremities coincide with those of L(Γ )∩Tk , which meet the circles pi−11 (q) ' {q}× S1
transversally for all q ∈ δ′k ∪ δ′′k and such that c′k ∪ c′′k ⊂ Dk × [θ ′k, θ ′′k ]. The resulting link L(Γ , ε, d) is
clearly strongly invertible for j (p, v) = (p,−v).
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Fig. 3.
Let’s introduce the following moves on signed divides in small 2-discs of D2:
Fig. 4.
Proposition 1.7 (cf. [4]). If two signed divides are isotopic in D2, or if one comes from the other by
a sequence of moves I1, I2, II, III0 and III3 of Fig. 4, then the associated strongly invertible links are
j-strongly equivalent.
Proof. If ψt is an isotopy through signed divides that sends (Γ0, ε0, d0) to (Γ1, ε1, d1) then the lifted
map:
Ψt (p, v) =
(
ψt (p),
√
1− |ψt (p)|2
|dψt (p) · v| dψt (p) · v
)
is a j-isotopy of S(D2) realizing the strong equivalence between L(Γ0, ε0, d0) and L(Γ1, ε1, d1). The
proofs for moves II and III`, ` = 0, 3 are contained in [4], and the same arguments hold for moves I1 and
I2: for a move in a small 2-disc Dη, it suffices to make explicit the j-isotopy in the solid torus pi
−1
1 (Dη)
pointwise fixing the boundary pi−11 (∂Dη). 
Remarks. With I2 and I1, we obtain the symmetric move I1 (Fig. 5), and the following moves III1, III2
and IV can be deduced from II, III0 and III3 (Fig. 6):
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6.
Definition 1.8. Two signed divides obtained from one to the other by isotopy or a sequence of moves of
Proposition 1.7 will be calledM-equivalent (M for move).
1.4. Signed divides associated to strongly invertible links
Definition 1.9. Let L be a j-strongly invertible link of S(D2) such that Γ = pi1(L) is a divide and let
Γ ∗ be obtained from Γ by removing its crossing points. We say that L projects well on Γ if:
(i) L intersects the circle pi−11 (p) transversally for each p ∈ Γ \ ∂Γ .
(ii) pi1|L∩pi−11 (Γ ∗) : L ∩ pi
−1
1 (Γ
∗)→ Γ ∗ is a 2-fold covering ramified on ∂Γ .
Generically, every j-strongly invertible link of S(D2) projects well on a divide.
Proposition 1.10. Every strongly invertible link (L , j) is strongly equivalent to the link of a signed
divide (with strong inversion (p, v) 7→ (p,−v)).
Proof. Let L be a j-strongly invertible link in S3 identified with the sphere S(D2) of C2 such that
j (p, v) = (p,−v) and Fix( j) = ∂D2 × {0}. The unit tangent vector to L (according to the orientation)
at each point m = (eiθ , 0) ∈ L ∩ Fix( j) has the form (0, eiϕ). By performing a rotation around Fix( j)
in a small neighbourhood of m, we can suppose that ϕ = θ + pi . Generically, we can also suppose that
Γ0 = pi1(L) is a divide on which L projects well. The oriented links L and L(Γ0) coincide with order
1 on Fix( j); thus we can deform L slightly by a j-isotopy to make them coincide in a η-neighbourhood
pi−11 ({p ∈ D2 : |p| > 1− η}) of Fix( j) = ∂D2 × {0}. Then we construct a signed divide (Γ , ε, d) from
Γ0 such that L is j-strongly equivalent to L(Γ , ε, d).
First we modify L over the crossing points of Γ0. Let Dη and D2η be small 2-discs centered on
a crossing point p of Γ0with radius η and 2η respectively, and let Tη = pi−11 (Dη) ' Dη × S1,
T2η = pi−11 (D2η) be the two solid tori over Dη and D2η. Since L intersects transversally the circles
pi−11 ({q}) ' {q} × S1 for q ∈ Γ0, we can suppose that Γ0 cuts D2η along two diameters [a1, a3] and[a2, a4], (ai )1≤i≤4 cyclically ordered counterclockwise on ∂D2η, and that L meets T2η along the oriented
segments γi j (s) = (sa j + (1− s)ai , θi j ), s ∈ [0, 1], |i− j | = 2 with one of the two following situations:
θ31 < θ42 < θ13 = θ31 + pi < θ24 = θ42 + pi
θ42 < θ31 < θ24 = θ42 + pi < θ13 = θ31 + pi.
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Let θi = arg(ai − p) with θ1 < θ2 < θ3 = θ1 + pi < θ4 = θ2 + pi . By pushing L along the circles
pi−11 ({q}) for q ∈ [a1, a3] ∪ [a2, a4], we obtain a j-isotopy ϕt , t ∈ [0, 1] of pi−11 ([a1, a3] ∪ [a2, a4])
pointwise fixing its boundary such that:
• if θ31 < θ42 < θ13 < θ24 then ϕ1(γi j (s)) = (pi1(γi j (s)), θ j ) for s ∈
[
1
4 ,
3
4
]
. In this case
ϕ1(L ∩ Tη) = L(Γ0) ∩ Tη: we assign the sign ε0(p) = +1 to the crossing point p (Fig. 7).
• if θ42 < θ31 < θ24 < θ13, then ϕ1(γi j (s)) = (pi1(γi j (s)), θ j + (−1) jh(s)(θ3 − θ2)) for s ∈
[
1
4 ,
3
4
]
where h : [0, 1] → [0, 23 ] is a bump function such that h
(
1
2
)
= 23 and h(s) = 0 if s 6∈]14 , 34 [. In that case,
ϕ1(L ∩ Tη) coincides in Tη with the link associated to Γ0 when we assign a negative sign ε0(p) = −1
and direction d0(p) with angle θ0 = 12(θ1 + θ2) to the crossing point p (Fig. 7). Notice that the cyclic
order of (θ31, θ42, θ13, θ24) determines the sign ε0(p) of the crossing point, but not the direction d0(p).
Fig. 7.
After all these modifications, we obtain a signed divide (Γ0, ε0, d0) and a η-neighbourhood Vη of ∂D2
and the crossing points of Γ0, such that for η small enough, L is j-strongly equivalent in pi−11 (Γ0) to a
link L ′ that coincide with L(Γ0, ε0, d0) in pi−11 (Vη) and that projects well on Γ0. Then Γ0 ∩ (D2 \ Vη)
is a disjoint union of embedded segments with extremities in ∂Vη and possibly embedded circles. We
can choose one point p in each embedded circle and also make L ′ and L(Γ0) coincide in pi−11 (Dη),
where Dη is the disc centered on p with radius η, and add Dη to Vη: this leads to the case where
Γ0 ∩ (D2 \ Vη) consists uniquely of embedded segments. Let E be one of these segments and Eη be a
η
2 -tubular neighbourhood of E in D
2 \ Vη. If η is small enough, the links L(Γ0) and L ′ meet the solid
torus pi−11 (Eη) ' Eη × S1 in the annulus pi−11 (E) ' E × S1 and coincide on the boundary pi−11 (∂E).
Let T be the positive Dehn-twist in pi−11 (E). Then L ′ ∩ pi−11 (E) = T n(L(Γ0 ∩ pi−11 (E))) for an integer
n ∈ Z, i.e. there exists a diffeomorphism:
ψ : pi−11 (Eη)→ pi−11
({
p ∈ D2 : |p| ≤ 1
2
})
ψ(p, v) 7→ (ψ1(p), ψ2(p, v))
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such that: ψ ◦ j = j ◦ ψ , ψ(pi−11 (E)) = pi−11 ([−12 , 12 ]), ψ(L(Γ0)) = [−12 , 12 ] × {0, pi} and
ψ(L ′) = Λn = {(−t,
√
1− t2 ei(4nt+k)pi ) : t ∈ [−12 , 12 ], k = 0, 1}. Now Λn is j-strongly equivalent to
L(∆n,−, h) ∩ pi−11 ({p ∈ D2 : |p| ≤ 12}), where (∆n,−, h) is one of the following signed divides (all
crossing points having negative signs and horizontal directions) (see Fig. 8):
Fig. 8.
By replacing E with ψ−11 ((∆n,−, h) ∩ {p ∈ D2 : |p| ≤ 12}) for each segment E , we obtain a signed
divide (Γ , ε, d) such that L(Γ , ε, d) and L are j-strongly equivalent. 
1.5. Indexed signed divides
In order to see the relationship between theM-equivalence of signed divides and strong equivalence,
we introduce the notion of an indexed signed divide suggested by the proof of Proposition 1.10:
Definition 1.11. An indexed signed divide (Γ , ε, d, iO) is a signed divide (Γ , ε, d) with an orientation
O and a labelling of each edge (or embedded circular branch) E of Γ with index iO(E) ∈ Z.
We define the ( j-strongly invertible) link L(Γ , ε, d, iO) ⊂ pi−11 (Γ ) of an indexed signed divide
(Γ , ε, d, iO) in the following way. Let V be a small tubular neighbourhood of the crossing points of Γ ,
∂D2, and one point on each possible embedded circular branch, such that L(Γ , ε, d) and L(Γ ) coincide
outside pi−11 (V). For each edge (or embedded circular branch) E of Γ , let E ′ = E \ V and TE be the
positive Dehn-twist in pi−11 (E ′). Then:
• L(Γ , ε, d, iO) coincide (with orientation) with the link L(Γ , ε, d) in pi−11 (V);
• L(Γ , ε, d, iO) ∩ pi−11 (E ′) := T iO(E)E (L(Γ ) ∩ pi−11 (E ′)) for each edge E ;• L(Γ , ε, d, iO) projects well on Γ .
Remarks. (1) If iO ≡ 0, L(Γ , ε, d, iO) = L(Γ , ε, d).
(2) For an edge E of Γ , let p : [0, `] → E ′ be the arc-length parametrization of E ′ = E \
V with orientation O, and let L+ and L+0 be respectively the oriented connected components of
L(Γ , ε, d, iO) ∩ pi−11 (E ′) and L(Γ ) ∩ pi−11 (E ′) with the induced parametrizations (p(s), v(s)) and
(p(s),
√
1− |p(s)|2 p˙(s)). Then iO(E) is the difference between the relative winding numbers of L+
and L+0 around Fix( j):
iO(E) = 12pi
∫ `
0
d
ds
(
arg v − arg
(
dp
ds
))
ds.
Notice that if Dk is the connected component of V containing the negative crossing point pk , a
component ofL(Γ , ε, d, iO)∩pi−11 (Dk) and the component ofL(Γ )∩pi−11 (Dk)with the same extremities
have the same relative winding numbers.
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(3) Let (Γ˜ , ε˜, d˜) be the signed divide obtained from (Γ , ε, d) by adding |iO(E)| small loops to each
edge E of Γ , right hand side if iO(E) ≤ 0 and left hand side if iO(E) ≥ 0 with respect to O, and by
assigning a negative sign and direction parallel to E to each new crossing point (see Fig. 9):
Fig. 9.
From the proof of Proposition 1.10, L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L(Γ˜ , ε˜, d˜) are strongly equivalent.
(4) For another orientation of Γ , we don’t change the link L(Γ , ε, d, iO) nor the signed divide (Γ˜ , ε˜, d˜)
if each edge E with orientation reversed has index changed in its opposite and the others have the same
indices.
(5) The interest of the definition of indexed signed divide results of the following remark:
Proposition 1.10 says that every strongly invertible link (L , j) projects well on a divide Γ for the generic
projection pi1 and is strongly equivalent to L(Γ , ε, d, iO) for some (ε, d, iO). Moreover, the j-isotopic
can be realised in pi−11 (Γ ). The sign at each crossing point p only depends on the cyclic ordering of the
four points of L ∩ pi−11 (p) in pi−11 (p). However, there are two possible choices for the direction d at
each negative crossing point. Also, the indices of the edges are not unique : they depend on the number
of turns of each crossing point or boundary point around Fix( j) and of the chosen directions for the
negative crossing points. No other choice occurs.
(6) Let L be a link in R3, strongly invertible with respect to the pi -rotation j about the x-axis `. Suppose
that L is given by its oriented regular projection diagram ∆ on the xy-plane, taking account of the
under- and overcrossings. From the proof of Proposition 1.10, we deduce an algorithm to obtain an
indexed signed divide (and so a signed divide) associated to (L , j):
– first, replace each left twist through the axis ` by a right twist by introducing one new crossing point
with left twist in each half plane bounded by `, so that we obtain an equivalent diagram of the link L , as
described in Fig. 10.
Fig. 10.
– remove the upper half plane Π+, and in the lower half plane Π−, modify each crossing point (resp.
transversal point) q through `, so that∆− = ∆∩Π− meets a small circle Cq centered in q in two points
(resp. one point) with horizontal tangent vectors oriented from left to right (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11.
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– rotate∆− near each crossing point p so that the twist is oriented horizontally from left to right, and
so that ∆− meets a small circle Cp around p in four points with horizontal tangent vectors also oriented
from left to right, as is shown in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12.
– replace the interior of the discs Dp (resp. half discs D−q ) bounded by Cp (resp. by Cq ∩ Π− and `)
in the following way (Fig. 13):
Fig. 13.
– let ∆˜ be the new diagram. Then give a new arbitrary orientation O to ∆˜ and label each edge of
∆˜ \
(⋃
p Dp ∪
⋃
q D−q
)
by the number of clockwise turns of the unit tangent vector that follows this
edge in accordance with the orientation. Then restore the discs and half discs, and add together the
indices on the edges that are joined without passing through a crossing point. Then by identifying the
lower half plane Π− with the unit 2-disc of C, we obtain this way an indexed signed divide (Γ , ε, d, iO)
such that L(Γ , ε, d, iO) is j-strongly equivalent to (L , j). For instance, the Fig. 14 gives a sign divide
for the knot 63:
Fig. 14.
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1.6. Elementary moves of indexed signed divides
Lemma 1.12.1. Let Γ be a divide equipped with signs, directions and indices (ε0, d0, i0) and (ε1, d1, i1).
Then L0 = L(Γ , ε0, d0, i0) and L1 = L(Γ , ε1, d1, i1) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Γ ) if and only if ε0 = ε1
and the directions and indices d0, i0 and d1, i1 are linked by a sequence of the rules O, D, T0, T+ and
T− of Fig. 15.
Fig. 15.
Proof. The sufficient condition comes from the proof of Proposition 1.10 (cf. remarks in Section 1.5).
Conversely, suppose that Γ is connected. Let V be a small neighbourhood of the crossing points and the
boundary points of Γ (or of one arbitrary point of Γ if Γ is an embedded circle). Suppose that L0 and
L1 are j-isotopic in pi
−1
1 (Γ ). Then from the proof of Proposition 1.10, we must have ε0 = ε1 (Remark
5 in Section 1.5). Remove some edges of Γ \ V from Γ to obtain a maximal tree Γ ′. With the relations
of the lemma, up to a j-isotopy in pi−11 (Γ ), we can suppose L0 and L1 coincide in pi
−1
1 (Γ
′). Then for
each removed edge E , L0 ∩ pi−11 (E) and L1 ∩ pi−11 (E) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (E), pointwise fixing their
boundary. So the relative winding numbers i0(E) and i1(E)must be equal. If Γ is not connected, we can
do the same for each connected component. 
Generalized II-move. Let (Γ , ε, d, iO) and (Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) be two indexed signed divides that coincide
(with the same orientation O) outside a disc Ω and for which we have the following situation in Ω
with arbitrary signs and indices, and with a vertical direction at possibly negative crossing points (if the
direction at a possible negative crossing point is horizontal, we can change it to vertical with relation D
of Lemma 1.12.1) (see Fig. 16):
Fig. 16.
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For ` = 1, 2, denote by γ` (resp. γ¯`), the arc of Γ (resp. Γ¯ ) joining C ′` and C ′′` oriented by O. Let
s = −1 if the two arcs γ1 and γ2 have opposite orientations, one from left to right the other from right
to left, else let s = +1.
Lemma 1.12.2. L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω × S1 pointwise fixing
its boundary if and only if ε′ = −ε′′, i1 = s.i2 and ı¯` = i ′` + i` + i ′′` (` = 1, 2).
Proof. Suppose L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω × S1 and that s = 1
(similar arguments hold if s = −1). From O of Lemma 1.12.1, we can suppose that for ` = 1, 2, γ`
and γ¯` are oriented from C ′` to C ′′`. Let L+` (resp. L¯
+
` ) be the component of L(Γ , ε, d, iO) ∩ pi−11 (γ`)
(resp. L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) ∩ pi−11 (γ¯`)) that projects on γ` (resp. on γ¯`) with respect to the orientation. If L+`
and L¯+` are j-isotopic fixing their boundary points, comparing the relative winding numbers of L
+
` and
L¯+` around Fix( j) leads to the relation i ′` + i` + i ′′` = ı¯`. Moreover, by applying move T+ or T− of
Lemma 1.12.1, we can replace (i ′2, i2, i ′′2 ) with (i ′2+ i2, 0, i ′′2 ) and (i ′1, i1, i ′′1 ) with (i ′1+ i2, i1− i2, i ′′1 ). By
using isotopies in small neighbourhoods of pi−11 (C ′1), pi
−1
1 (C
′
2), pi
−1
1 (C
′′
1 ) and pi
−1
1 (C
′′
2 ), we can reduce
to the case:
i ′1 + i2 = i ′2 + i2 = 0, i ′′1 = i ′′2 = ı¯2 = 0 and ı¯1 = i1 − i2.
Now let ∂1Ω be the upper arc of ∂Ω joining C ′1 to C ′′1 (oriented counterclockwise), and let ∂2Ω be the
lower arc of ∂Ω joiningC ′2 toC ′′2 (oriented clockwise). For ` = 1, 2, let’s close L+` and L¯+` with ∂`Ω×{0}
to obtain two pairs of knots (K+1 , K
+
2 ) and (K¯
+
1 , K¯
+
2 ). Let K
−
` = − j (K+` ) and K¯−` = − j (K¯+` ), their
image by j with orientation reversed. Then the links (K+1 ∪K+2 ∪K−1 ∪K−2 ) and (K¯+1 ∪ K¯+2 ∪ K¯−1 ∪ K¯−2 )
are isotopic and we have the linking numbers:
Link(K+1 , K
+
2 ) = i1 − i2 +
ε′ + ε′′
2
, Link(K¯+1 , K¯
+
2 ) = 0
Link(K+1 , K
−
2 ) = i2 − i1, Link(K¯+1 , K¯−2 ) = 0
so i1 = i2 and ε′ = −ε′′.
Conversely, if ε′ = −ε′′ and i1 = s.i2, we reduce to the case i2 = i1 = 0 with relation T+ or T−.
Then we can apply move II of Proposition 1.7. 
Generalized III-moves. Let (Γ , ε, d, iO) and (Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) be two indexed signed divides that differ
only in a disc Ω in which we have a triangular move with signs and directions in accordance with those
of moves IIIh (h = 0, 1, 2, 3) of Proposition 1.7 and Fig. 6, and indices described in Fig. 17:
Fig. 17.
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For ` = 1, 2, 3, let γ` (resp. γ¯`) denote the arc of Γ (resp. Γ¯ ) joining C ′` to C ′′`. Let s` = 1 if the arcs
γ` and γ¯` are oriented (by O) from C ′` to C ′′`, else let s` = −1.
Lemma 1.12.3. L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω × S1 pointwise, fixing
its boundary if and only if (see Fig. 18):
s1i
′
1 − s3i3 + s2i ′′2 = s1ı¯ ′1 + s2ı¯ ′′2
s1i
′
1 + s3i ′′3 = s1ı¯ ′1 − s2ı¯2 + s3ı¯ ′′3
s2i
′
2 − s1i1 + s3i ′′3 = s2ı¯ ′2 + s3ı¯ ′′3
s2i
′
2 + s1i ′′1 = s2ı¯ ′2 − s3ı¯3 + s1ı¯ ′′1
s3i
′
3 − s2i2 + s1i ′′1 = s3ı¯ ′3 + s1ı¯ ′′1
s3i
′
3 + s2i ′′2 = s3ı¯ ′3 − s1ı¯1 + s2ı¯ ′′2
s1 i1 + s2i2 + s3i3 = 0 (=s1ı¯1 + s2ı¯2 + s3ı¯3).
Fig. 18.
Remarks. (1) If L = L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L¯ = L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω), pointwise fixing
its boundary, the crossing points γ`1 ∩ γ`2 and γ¯`1 ∩ γ¯`2 must have the same sign: this sign only depends
on the cyclic order of the four points of L (resp. L¯) in pi−11 (γ`1 ∩ γ`2) (resp. pi−11 (γ¯`1 ∩ γ¯`2)), which is
unchanged along this isotopy (cf. Remark 5 of Section 1.5).
(2) If the signs of the corresponding crossing points are the same, but the directions don’t agree with those
of the moves IIIh , (h = 0, 1, 2, 3) we can always change some directions and indices as in Lemma 1.12.1
to obtain a good configuration.
(3) If the signs and directions are in accord with those of moves IIIh , changing the directions and the
indices with T0, T+ and T− of Lemma 1.12.1 to have again a configuration in accord with those of the
moves IIIh doesn’t affect the relations of the lemma. Because of the symmetry of the configurations we
can assume that the signs and directions are in accord with Fig. 19:
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Fig. 19.
Proof. Suppose that the two links are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω × S1, fixing the boundary points.
Suppose s` = 1 for ` = 1, 2, 3 (similar arguments hold in the other cases). Let L+` (resp. L¯+` ) be the
component of L(Γ , ε, d, iO) ∩ pi−11 (γ`) (resp. L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) ∩ pi−11 (γ¯`)) that projects on γ` (resp. γ¯`)
with respect to the orientation from C ′` to C ′′`. Let δ = −1 for cases III2 and III3, δ = 0 else. Since
L+` and L
′+
` are isotopic fixing their boundary points, comparing the relative winding numbers around
Fix( j) gives the relations i ′` + i` + i ′′` = ı¯ ′` + ı¯` + ı¯ ′′` for ` = 1, 2, 3. By applying moves T+ and
T− of Lemma 1.12.1 at the several crossing points and by using isotopies in small neighbourhoods of
pi−11 (C ′` ) and pi
−1
1 (C
′′`)` = 1, 2, 3, we can change the indices in the following way (without affecting the
directions of the possible negative crossing points):i ′1 i1 i ′′1i ′2 i2 i ′′2
i ′3 i3 i ′′3
 
0 I1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 and
ı¯ ′1 ı¯1 ı¯ ′′1ı¯ ′2 ı¯2 ı¯ ′′2
ı¯ ′3 ı¯3 ı¯ ′′3
 
 I¯ ′1 I¯1 I1 − I¯1 − I¯ ′1I¯ ′2 0 − I¯ ′2
0 0 0

where I1 = i ′1+i1+i ′′1 , I¯1 = ı¯ ′1+ı¯1+ı¯ ′′1 , I¯ ′1 = ı¯ ′1−ı¯2−ı¯ ′3−ı¯3−i ′1+i ′3+i3 and I¯ ′2 = ı¯ ′2−ı¯ ′3−ı¯3−i ′2−i2+i ′3.
Let θ` be the common argument of the tangent vectors to γ` atC ′` andC ′′` with respect to the orientation
(` = 1, 2, 3). Denote by ∂`Ω the arc of ∂Ω joining C ′′` to C ′` counterclockwise. By closing L+` and L¯+`
with ∂`Ω × {θ`}, we obtain two isotopic triples of knots (K+1 , K+2 , K+3 ) and (K¯+1 , K¯+2 , K¯+3 ). Let’s
compute the linking numbers:
Link(K+2 , K
+
3 ) = δ Link(K¯+2 , K¯+3 ) = I¯ ′2 + δ so I¯ ′2 = 0
Link(K+1 , K
+
3 ) = −I1 Link(K¯+1 , K¯+3 ) = I¯ ′1 + I¯1 − I1 so I¯1 = − I¯ ′1
Link(K+1 , K
+
2 ) = −I1 Link(K¯+1 , K¯+2 ) = − I¯ ′1 so I¯ ′1 = I1.
It remains to show that I1 = 0. Since all indices are now equal to 0 on γ2 = γ¯2 and γ3 = γ¯3, we
can suppose that L+2 , L
+
3 , L
−
2 = − j (L+2 ) and L−3 = − j (L3) are fixed along the isotopy. Consider the
handlebody H obtained from pi−11 (Ω) by removing small thickenings of L
+
2 and L
−
3 for move III0 and
move III1 cases, and by removing small thickenings of L
+
2 and L
+
3 for the move III2 and move III3 cases.
Let N be the north point of ∂Ω , and take ∗ = (N , 0) ∈ H as the base point of H . Let x, y, z be the
homotopy classes of the three counterclockwise oriented circles {N } × S1, {C ′1} × S1 and {C ′′1 } × S1,
the last two ones being joined to ∗ by the segments [C ′1, N ] × {0} and [C ′′1 , N ] × {0}. The homotopy
group pi1(H, ∗) is freely generated by x, y, z. Since K1 and K¯1 are isotopic in H , we obtain the relation
(zy−1x)I1 = x I1 y−I1z I1 in the four cases. Hence I1 = 0.
Conversely, suppose that the seven relations of this lemma are verified. We reduce to the case i ′` = ı¯ ′` ,
i ′′` = ı¯ ′′` and i` = ı¯` = 0 for ` = 1, 2, 3 with relations T+ and T− of Lemma 1.12.1 Then we apply moves
IIIh (h = 0, 1, 2, 3) of Proposition 1.7. 
Creation-destruction of a loop. Let (Γ , ε, d, iO) and (Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) be two indexed signed divides which
differ only in a disc Ω in which we have the following situation (see Fig. 20):
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Fig. 20.
Let γ = Ω ∩ Γ , γ¯ = Ω ∩ Γ¯ , s = 1 if γ (or γ¯ ) is oriented from C1 to C4 and s = −1 else.
Lemma 1.12.4. L(Γ , ε, d, iO) and L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O) are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω × S1 pointwise fixing
its boundary if and only if ı¯ = i ′ + i + i ′′ − s and:
(1) the crossing point of γ has positive sign and i = s
(2) the crossing point of γ has negative sign, vertical direction and i = s
(3) the crossing point of γ has negative sign, horizontal direction and i = 0.
Proof. Suppose that the two links are j-isotopic in pi−11 (Ω) ' Ω× S1. With relation O of Lemma 1.12.1,
we can suppose that s = 1 and with relation D of Lemma 1.12.1, (3) is equivalent to (2). So we assume
γ has either a positive crossing point, or a negative one with vertical direction. Let L+ (resp. L¯+) be the
component of L(Γ , ε, d, iO)∩pi−11 (γ ) (resp. L(Γ¯ , ε¯, d¯, ı¯O)∩pi−11 (γ¯ )) that projects on γ (resp. γ¯ ) with
respect to the orientation from C1 to C4. By using isotopies in small neighbourhoods of pi
−1
1 (C1) and
pi−11 (C4), and by comparing the relative winding numbers of L+ and L¯+ around Fix( j), we can suppose
that:
i ′ = i ′′ = 0 and ı¯ = i − 1.
Let ∂+Ω be the upper arc of ∂Ω joining C4 to C1 oriented counterclockwise. Let’s close L+ (resp.
L¯+) with ∂+Ω × {0} to obtain an oriented knot K+ (resp. K¯+). Let K− = j (−K+) and K¯− =
j (−K¯+). Then (K+, K−) and (K¯+, K¯−) are two j-isotopic strongly invertible links. Let (K+0 , K−0 )
and (K¯+0 , K¯
−
0 ) be the analogous links when all indices are equal to 0. Let T (resp. T¯ ) denote the positive
Dehn-twist in [C2,C3] × S1 (resp. in [C¯2, C¯3] × S1). Then (K+, K−) = (T i (K+0 ), T i (K−0 )) and
(K¯+, K¯−) = (T¯ i−1(K¯+0 ), T¯ i−1(K¯−0 )). We obtain the following linking numbers (the same for a+ or−
sign with vertical direction) (see Fig. 21): Link(K+, K−) = 1− i , Link(K¯+, K¯−) = i − 1.
Since the links are isotopic, i = 1.
Conversely if ı¯ = i ′+ i+ i ′′− s with (1), (2) or (3), then from the definition of indexed signed divides
combined with move I2 of Proposition 1.7 to cancel opposite loops in case (3), also combined with move
II for case (1), and with move IV of Fig. 6 for case (2), which is a combination of II and III3, we obtain
j-isotopic links. 
Proposition 1.12. Let (Γ0, ε0, d0, i0) and (Γ1, ε1, d1, i1) be two indexed signed divides that deduce
from one to the other by isotopy and by using the relations of Lemma 1.12.1 and moves of
Lemmas 1.12.2–1.12.4. Let (Γ˜ 0, ε˜0, d˜0) and (Γ˜ 1, ε˜1, d˜1) be the signed divides obtained respectively
from (Γ0, ε0, d0, i0) and (Γ1, ε1, d1, i1) by the addition of small loops on the edges in accord with the
indices (Remark 3 of (1.5)). Then (Γ˜0, ε˜0, d˜0) and (Γ˜1, ε˜1, d˜1) areM-equivalent.
Proof. First recall that changing the orientation of the divides Γ0 or Γ1 doesn’t change (Γ˜ 0, ε˜0, d˜0) nor
(Γ˜ 1, ε˜1, d˜1). So relation O has no incidence on theM-equivalence of these last two signed divides. Let’s
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Fig. 21.
consider a chain of indexed signed divides:
(Γ0, ε0, d0, i0)
M1→ (Γ 1
n
, ε 1
n
, d 1
n
, i 1
n
)
M2→ (Γ 2
n
, ε 2
n
, d 2
n
, i 2
n
)
M2→ · · · Mn→ (Γ1, ε1, d1, i1)
where Mk stands for an isotopy of indexed signed divides, a unique relation D, T0, T−, T+ of
Lemma 1.12.1 or a unique move of Lemmas 1.12.2, 1.12.3 or 1.12.4. Let (Γ˜ k
n
, ε˜ k
n
, d˜ k
n
) be the signed
divides obtained from (Γ k
n
, ε k
n
, d k
n
, i k
n
) by the addition of small loops on the edges in accord with the
indices. Then we have a chain ofM-equivalent signed divides:
(Γ˜0, ε˜0, d˜0)
M˜1→ (Γ˜1
n
, ε˜ 1
n
, d˜ 1
n
)
M˜2→ (Γ˜2
n
, ε˜ 2
n
, d˜ 2
n
)
M˜2→ · · · M˜n→ (Γ˜1, ε˜1, d˜1)
where M˜k is an isotopy of signed divides or a sequence of moves I1, I2, II, III`, IV of Proposition 1.7
and the remark below Proposition 1.7, such that:
– ifMk is an isotopy of indexed signed divides, M˜k is an isotopy of signed divides ;
– ifMk is relation D then M˜k is a combination of move IV and move I2;
– ifMk is relation T−, then M˜k is a also a combination of move IV and move I2 (since applying the
two times relation D of Lemma 1.12.1 gives relation T−);
– ifMk is relation T0 then M˜k is move I1;
– ifMk is relation T+ then M˜k is a combination of move II and IV, and possibly I2 (see Fig. 22):
Fig. 22.
– ifMk is a move of Lemmas 1.12.2 or 1.12.3 respectively, then M˜k corresponds to move II or III
respectively, possibly combined with move IV and I2;
– if Mk is a move of Lemma 1.12.4, then M˜k corresponds to a combination of moves II and I2 in
case (1), a combination of moves IV and I2 in case (2), and to move I2 in case (3). 
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1.7. M-equivalence of divides characterize strong equivalence
From Proposition 1.10, every strongly invertible link (L , j) is strongly equivalent to the link of a
signed divide, and from Proposition 1.7, the M-equivalence of divides induces strong equivalence of
links. Conversely, as a consequence of the following theorem, theM-equivalence of divides characterize
strong equivalence.
Theorem 1.13. The links of two signed divides are j-strongly equivalent if and only if the two divides
areM-equivalent.
Proof. We need only to prove the necessary condition. Let Φt , t ∈ [0, 1] be a j-isotopy that sends
L0 = L(Γ0, ε0, d0) to L1 = L(Γ1, ε1, d1) and let L t = Φt (L0). Generically the link L t projects
well on a divide Γt = pi1(L t ), except for a finite set Σ of values of t ∈]0, 1[, Σ = {s1, . . . , sn},
0 < s1 < · · · < sn < 1. We can suppose that for each sk ∈ Σ , Γsk = pi1(Lsk ) is a divide except at one
point pk , that Lsk \ pi−11 (pk) projects well on Γsk \ {pk} and that in a small 2-disc Ωk around pk , one of
the following three situations occurs (see Fig. 23):
Fig. 23.
We can also suppose that there exists small σ > 0, such that for each k ∈ {1, . . . , n} and each
t ∈ [sk − σ, sk + σ ], Φt is the identity outside pi−11 (Ωk). We give an arbitrary orientation to Γ0, and the
induced orientation to each Γt , t ∈ [0, 1]. Let t0 = 0, t2n+1 = 1 and t2k−1 = sk − σ , t2k = sk + σ for
k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. From Proposition 1.10, we can assign signs, directions and indices (εt`, dt`, it`) to each
Γt` so that L t` is j-isotopic to L(Γt`, εt`, dt`, it`) in pi−11 (Γt`) for ` ∈ {0, . . . , 2n+1} (signs are imposed).
Denote by ψ`s such a j-isotopy. By inserting the j-isotopies ψ
`
s and (ψ
`
1−s)−1◦ ψ`1 at time t = t` in the
initial j-isotopy Φt , we can suppose that L t` = L(Γt`, εt`, dt`, it`).
• Passing through [t2k, t2k+1] : for u ∈ [0; 1], let τ(u) = (1 − u)t2k + ut2k+1. Let θu be an isotopy
of D2 such that θu(Γt2k ) = Γτ(u). Let Θu be the lifting of θu (by pi1) as in the proof of Proposition 1.7,
and let (εu, du, iu) be the signs, directions and indices of Γτ(u) induced by θu from (εt2k , dt2k , it2k ), such
that Θu(L t2k ) = L(Γτ(u), εu, du, iu). Then the j-isotopy Θ1 ◦ Θ−11−u ◦ Φτ(1−u) ◦ Φ−1t2k+1 sends L t2k+1
to Θ1(L t2k ) = L(Γt2k+1, ε1, d1, i1) in pi−11 (Γt2k+1). So (ε1, d1, i1) and (εt2k+1, dt2k+1, it2k+1) are related
according to Lemma 1.12.1.
• Passing through [t2k+1, t2k+2]: from Lemmas 1.12.2–1.12.4, we deduce the relation between
(εt2k+1, dt2k+1, it2k+1) and (εt2k+2, dt2k+2, it2k+2).
Then the result is a consequence of Proposition 1.12. 
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2. Strongly invertible links and ordered Morse signed divides
2.1. Morse and ordered Morse signed divides
Let ρ(x + iy) = y be the projection of D2 on [−1, 1]. Up to a small isotopy in D2, we can always
suppose that a signed divide (Γ , ε, d) has the following properties:
(1) ρ is a Morse function when restricted to Γ : the critical points of ρ|Γ other than crossing points are
local minima or maxima, each branch of Γ at a crossing point is transversal to the vertical direction, no
boundary point has a vertical tangent;
(2) for each negative crossing point p, the direction d(p) and the vertical direction lie in the same two
opposite regions bounded by Γ (Fig. 24):
Fig. 24.
From now on, we will omit direction d for negative crossing points of the MS-divide, this direction
being assumed in the same regions as the vertical.
Definition 2.1 ([4]). (1) A signed divide with the previous two properties is called a Morse signed divide
or MS-divide (relative to ρ).
(2) A Morse signed divide is an ordered (OMS-divide) if there exists a ∈]0; 1[ such that:
(i) all the crossing points project by ρ into ] − a, a[,
(ii) all the boundary points project by ρ into [−1,−a[∪]a, 1],
(iii) all maxima (resp. minima) of ρ|Γ project on a (resp. on −a) (see Fig. 25).
Fig. 25.
2.2. M-equivalence on MS-divides
Let (Γ , ε) be an MS-divide. Up to isotopies through MS-divides, we can suppose that there exist
a, b ∈]0; 1[ (a2 + b2 < 1) such that all crossing points project by ρ into ] − a; a[, all boundary points
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into [−1;−a[ ∪ ]a; 1], all maxima (resp. minima) of ρ|Γ into ] − a; a] (resp. [−a; a[) and that (Γ , ε) is
contained in the strip {z ∈ D2 : |Im(z)| < b}. All MS-divide will be assumed to have these properties.
Let’s introduce a special operation adapted to MS-divides and OMS-divides:
Simple folding operation F±1 . Suppose that p is a point of Γ ∩ ρ−1(a) such that the vertical segment
σ = [p, a + ib] doesn’t meet Γ somewhere else than p. Then we define the simple folding operation
F±1 as in Fig. 26:
Fig. 26.
Similarly, we have some symmetric operations F±1 by changing a in−a or b in−b. We obtain F+1 by
an isotopy (through signed divides but not through MS-divides) and F−1 by move I1 of Proposition 1.7
and isotopy. SoM-equivalence is preserved by F±1 .
The moves of Proposition 1.7 induce the following moves in the case of MS-divides (see Fig. 27):
Fig. 27.
(or symmetric situations with respect to vertical). Then we can rewrite Proposition 1.7 for MS-divides:
Proposition 2.2. Two MS-divides are M-equivalent if and only if we can pass from one to the other
by isotopies through MS-divides, and a sequence of operations F±1 and elementary moves I+2 , I−2 ,
IV+, II, III0, III3 or their inverses.
Remark. From Proposition 2.2, we also deduce the following moves (or symmetric situations with
respect to horizontal or vertical), which preserveM-equivalence on MS-divides (see Fig. 28):
Fig. 28.
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From now on, the moves IIIi , i = 0, 1, 2, 3 will be called type III. Notice that move S can replace
IV+ in Proposition 2.2.
Proof. Two isotopic MS-divides can be obtained from one to the other by an isotopy throughMS-divides
and a finite number of the following moves (or symmetric situations with respect to horizontal or vertical)
(see Fig. 29):
Fig. 29.
The first three moves are obtained from moves F+1 , I+2 and IV+. The last move is a combination of
I+2 and S (i.e. I+2 , II and IV+) (Fig. 30).
Fig. 30.
Then, the moves of Proposition 1.7 are clearly obtained from those of Proposition 2.2 and isotopies
through MS-divides. 
2.3. M-equivalence on OMS-divides
In order to see the incidence of M-equivalence on OMS-divides, we replace some moves of
Proposition 2.2 by new ones more suited to the task.
Definition 2.3. Let (Γ , ε) be an MS-divide.
(1) An increasing path (resp. a decreasing path) is a path δ in [−a, a] × [−b, b] starting from a
maximum (resp. minimum) of ρ|Γ , ending on ρ−1(a) \ Γ (resp. on ρ−1(−a) \ Γ ), avoiding crossing
points, other maxima and minima of ρ|Γ , and transverse to Γ and the levels of ρ.
(2) An extremum of ρ|Γ that doesn’t lie on ρ−1(a) or ρ−1(−a) is an inner extremum.
(3) The height h(Γ ) of the MS-divide (Γ , ε) is the number of inner extrema.
(4) An isotopy preserving the height is an isotopy through MS-divides pointwise fixing the set
{z ∈ D2 : |Im(z)| ≥ b} and leaving the height unchanged for all values of the parameter.
Operations F±1 and moves II, III and IV+ don’t change the height, whereas I±2 may change it. An
OMS-divide is an MS-divide with height 0. An isotopy preserving the height that sends an OMS-divides
to another is an isotopy through OMS-divides.
Simple stretching operation S1(δ). Consider an inner maximum m of an MS-divide (Γ , ε) and an
increasing path δ starting from m. We define a simple stretching operation (along δ) S1(δ) on Γ by
pushing the fold of Γ at m in a small thickening of δ up to ρ−1(a) with the move S (see Fig. 31):
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Fig. 31.
(or a similar situation for inner minima). Operation S1 preserves theM-equivalence on MS-divides and
decreases the height by 1. If δ1 and δ2 don’t intersect, then S1(δ1) and S1(δ2) commute. We recover
move S from simple stretching operation and its inverse.
Double stretching operations S±2 (δ−, δ+). Let p be a regular point of ρ|Γ in ρ−1(] − a; a[). Perform a
I±2 move in a small neighbourhood of p to create a new maximum p+ and a new minimum p−, choose
an increasing (resp. decreasing) path δ+ (resp. δ−) from p+ (resp. p−) and use S1(δ+) and S1(δ−)
operations to push p+ up to ρ−1(a) and p− up to ρ−1(−a). We then define the double stretching
operation (along δ+ and δ−) S+2 (δ−, δ+) and S−2 (δ−, δ+) on Γ as the combination of these three
operations (see Fig. 32):
Fig. 32.
Operations S±2 preserve M-equivalence on MS-divides and don’t change the height. We obtain I±2
from S±2 and (S1)−1.
Exchanging operations E±1 and E±2 . From the simple stretching operation and its inverse, we deduce
the following exchanging operations, which preserveM-equivalence for MS-divides and the height (see
Fig. 33): (with a symmetric situation for minima). We obtain respectively E±1 , E+2 , E−2 by applying S−11
and then S1 operations to the unique, upper, lower folds respectively.
Fig. 33.
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Double folding operation F±2 . As a particular case of the operations S±2 , let’s introduce the operations
F±2 : let p be a regular point of ρ|Γ such that ρ(p) ∈] − a; a[ and such that the vertical segment σ
joining p to ρ(p) + ib meets Γ only in p. Then we define the operations F±2 in a small thickening of
σ ∪ [−a + ib, a + ib] as described in Fig. 34: (or a symmetric situation if we change a in −a or b in
−b). Operation F+2 is a special case of S+2 and F−2 is a combination of S−2 , III3 and II. They preserveM-equivalence on MS-divides and the height.
Fig. 34.
Corollary 2.4. M-equivalence on MS-divides can be obtained with operations F±1 , II, III, S1, S±2 , E±1 ,
E±2 and their inverses and isotopies preserving the height.
Recall that operations of typeF±1 , II, III, S±2 , E±1 or E±2 (or their inverses) preserve the height, whereas
those of type S1 decrease the height by 1. We will now show thatM-equivalence on OMS-divides can
be obtained without operation S1 and its inverse, and then that S±2 can be replaced by F±2 .
Definition 2.5. A chain of MS-divides joining (Γ0, ε0) to (Γn, εn) is a sequence of MS-divides and
moves, denoted by:
(Γ0, ε0)
M1−→ (Γ1, ε1) M2−→ · · · Mn−→ (Γn, εn)
such that for i = 1, . . . , n, (Γi , εi ) comes from (Γi−1, εi−1) by a unique operation ofMi type F±1 , F±2 ,
II, III, S1, S±2 , E±1 or E±2 (or their inverses) or isotopy preserving the height.
Lemma 2.6.1. Let (Γ0, ε0) be an MS-divide with height h = h(Γ0) > 0. Let m1,m2, . . .mh be the
inner maxima and minima of Γ0. There exists a sequence of disjointed increasing and decreasing paths
δ1, δ2, . . . , δh , (δi starting from mi ) and a sequence of MS-divides (Γ1, ε1), (Γ2, ε2), . . . , (Γh, εh) such
that (Γh, εh) is an OMS-divide (independent of the ordering of the δi ) and:
(Γ0, ε0)
S1(δ1)−→ (Γ1, ε1) S1(δ2)−→ · · · S1(δh)−→ (Γh, εh)
with h(Γi ) = h(Γi−1)− 1 for i = 1, . . . , h.
Proof. We can choose δi arbitrarily close to the horizontal lines starting from mi . 
Lemma 2.6.2. Let (Γ , ε)
M−→ (Γ ′, ε′) be a chain of MS-divides such that h(Γ ) = h(Γ ′) > 0. Then
there exists a chain:
(Γ , ε)
M1−→ (Γ1, ε1) M2−→ · · · Mn−→ (Γn, εn) Mn+1−→ (Γ ′, ε′)
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such that n ≥ 1 and h(Γi ) < h(Γ ) for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Since h(Γ ) = h(Γ ′), M can’t be of type S1 or its inverse. Suppose that M is an isotopy
preserving the height. Since h(Γ ) > 0, Γ has at least one inner extremum m. The corresponding
extremum m′ of Γ ′ is also inner. Then there exist two increasing (or decreasing) paths δ starting from m
and δ′ starting from m′ such that:
(Γ , ε)
S1(δ)−→ (Γ1, ε1) M2−→ (Γ2, ε2) (S1(δ
′))−1−→ (Γ ′, ε′)
where M2 is an isotopy preserving the height. The first operation reduces the height by 1, the second
leaves it unchanged, the third increases it by 1. Suppose now thatM is of type II, III, E±1 , E±2 or their
inverses in a small 2-disc ∆, there exists at least one inner extremum m 6∈ ∆. Then we can choose an
increasing (or decreasing) path δ starting from m, which avoids ∆. Hence S1(δ) andM commute and
we have the chain:
(Γ , ε)
S1(δ)−→ (Γ1, ε1) M−→ (Γ2, ε2) S1(δ)
−1
−→ (Γ ′, ε′).
A similar argument holds if M is of type F±1 , F±2 , S±2 or their inverses: the path δ can be chosen to
avoid the strip in which operationM is applied. 
Lemma 2.6.3. Let h ≥ 0 and (Γ , ε) M′−→ (Γ ′, ε′) M′′−→ (Γ ′′, ε′′) be a chain of MS-divides with
h(Γ ) = h(Γ ′′) = h and h(Γ ′) = h + 1. Then there exists a chain:
(Γ , ε)
M1−→ (Γ1, ε1) M2−→ · · · Mn−→ (Γn, εn) Mn+1−→ (Γ ′′, ε′′)
such that n ≥ 1 and h(Γi ) ≤ h for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Since h(Γ ′) = h + 1, there exist increasing or decreasing paths δ′ and δ′′, starting from the
extrema of ρ|Γ ′ , such thatM′ = (S1(δ′))−1 andM′′ = S1(δ′′).
First case
If δ′ and δ′′ start from two different extrema and don’t intersect, M′ and M′′ commute. Let
(Γ1, ε1) =M′′(Γ , ε). Then we have:
(Γ , ε)
M′′−→ (Γ1, ε1) M
′−→ (Γ ′′, ε′′) and h(Γ1) = h − 1
so the conditions of the lemma are satisfied.
Second case
Suppose now that δ′ and δ′′ start from the same maximum or minimum, say a maximum for example.
If the end of δ′ is over (resp. under) the end of δ′′ in ρ−1(a), we can slide the fold of Γ at the end of δ′
up to the end of δ′′ with of operations E+1 and E+2 (resp. E−1 and E−2 ) without changing the heights (see
Fig. 35):
Then we can replace δ′ by the core δ̂′ of the slided fold, and (Γ , ε) by the divide:
(Γ̂ , ε̂) = S2
(̂
δ′
) ◦ (S2 (̂δ))−1 (Γ , ε) = (Ork=1E+ik ) (Γ , ε).
So we can suppose that the end points of δ′ and δ′′ coincide. By pushing δ′ up to δ′′ along the levels of ρ,
we can find a family of increasing paths δ′ = δ0, δ1, . . . , δ2s , δ2s+1 = δ′′ such that for 0 ≤ i ≤ s, δ2i+1
comes from δ2i by an isotopy leaving Γ ′ globally fixed, pointwise fixing the singular points of ρ|Γ ′ , and
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Fig. 35.
such that δ2i−1 coincide with δ2i (1 ≤ i ≤ s) out of a small 2-disc ∆i around a point of Γ ′ in which one
of the four following situations occurs:
Fig. 36.
(or symmetric situations with respect to horizontal or by reversing the roles of δ2i−1 and δ2i ). All
S1(δk)(Γ ′, ε′), k ∈ {0, . . . , 2s − 1}, have height h and for each 0 ≤ i ≤ s, there is an isotopy Ii
preserving the height that sends S1(δ2i )(Γ ′, ε′) to S1(δ2i+1)(Γ ′, ε′). Hence, it suffices to show that there
exists a chain Ci that sends S1(δ2i−1)(Γ ′, ε′) to S1(δ2i )(Γ ′, ε′) without increasing the height more than
h, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , s} (see Fig. 37).
Fig. 37.
In the first two cases of Fig. 36, we obtain the chain Ci from S1(δ2i−1)(Γ ′, ε′) to S1(δ2i )(Γ ′, ε′) by
using two times operation II or III (see Fig. 38):
In the third case of Fig. 36, choose an increasing path δ˜ arbitrary close and parallel to δ2i−1 starting
from the unique maximum m′2i−1 of Γ ′ in ∆i , and let:
(Γ˜i , ε˜i ) = S1(δ˜) ◦ S1(δ2i−1)(Γ ′, ε′) = S1(δ2i−1) ◦ S1(δ˜)(Γ ′, ε′) (see Fig. 39.(2)).
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Fig. 38.
Fig. 39.
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Denote by m2i−1 and m˜ the end points of δ2i−1 and δ˜ respectively. If m2i−1 is over (resp. under) m˜ in
ρ−1(a), we use operation E+2 (resp. E−2 ) to interchange the two folds at m2i−1 and m˜ (see Fig. 39.(3)).
This operation creates four new crossing points in a small 2-disc ∆, which can be slid (with III) along
δ2i−1 and δ˜ up into the 2-disc ∆i (see Fig. 39.(4)). Then with move II, we cancel two pairs of crossing
points. Up to a small isotopy, we obtain the new divide (Fig. 39.(6)):
(Γi , ε¯i ) = S1(δ¯) ◦ S1(δ2i )(Γ ′, ε′) = S1(δ2i ) ◦ S1(δ¯)(Γ ′, ε′)
where δ¯ is an increasing path starting from the maximum m′2i−1 of Γ ′ arbitrarily close and parallel to δ2i .
Since S1(δ˜i ) decreases the height by 1, S1(δ¯i ) increases the height by 1 and the other operations don’t
change the height, we obtain a chain Ci from S1(δ2i−1)(Γ ′, ε′) to S1(δ2i )(Γ ′, ε′) with heights at most h.
We handle the fourth case of Fig. 36 in an analogous way; the only difference is the introduction of
an operation S+2 at the beginning and (S+2 )−1 at the end (Fig. 40).
Third case
Suppose that δ′ and δ′′ start from two different extrema m′ and m′′ respectively, and δ′ ∩ δ′′ 6= ∅; then
we choose another increasing (or decreasing) path δ˜′ from m′ such that δ˜′ ∩ δ′′ = ∅. Then the result is a
consequence of the two previous cases (see Fig. 41). 
The following lemma allows us to eliminate operation S±2 , which is replaced by operation F±2 .
Lemma 2.6.4. Let (Γ , ε) and (Γ ′, ε′) be OMS-divides such that (Γ , ε)
S±2−→ (Γ ′, ε′). Then there exists
a chain of OMS-divides:
(Γ , ε)
M1→ (Γ1, ε1) M2→ · · · Mn→ (Γn, εn) Mn+1−→ (Γ ′, ε′)
such that for i = 1, . . . , n + 1,Mi is type F±2 , II, III, E±1 or E±2 .
Proof. Suppose S+2 (δ−, δ+) is applied at p ∈ Γ . Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the
vertical segment σ joining p to q = ρ(p) + ib doesn’t meet any crossing point of Γ . First push p
along σ with II up to a point p˜ arbitrary close to q such that [ p˜, q] ∩ Γ = ∅ (Fig. 42.(2)) and apply
F+2 at p˜ (Fig. 42.(3)). Next, pull back the two new crossing points of operation F+2 close to p with III
and II (Fig. 42.(4,5,6)) and slide the ends of the two folds obtained with F+2 up to the extremities of
δ− and δ+ with E+1 and E+2 (Fig. 42.(7)). At this stage, we recover a situation similar to the one of the
third case of the proof of Lemma 2.6.3, the last two events of Fig. 36 being avoided. Hence we obtain
(Γ ′, ε′) = S+2 (δ−, δ+) by applying moves II and III (Fig. 42.(8)). Similar arguments hold for S−2 . 
Then we obtain the main theorem:
Theorem 2.6. (1) Every MS-divide isM-equivalent to an OMS-divide (i.e. every strongly invertible link
(with its strong inversion) is strongly equivalent to the link of an OMS-divide).
(2) TwoM-equivalent OMS-divides can be obtained from one to the other by isotopy through OMS-
divides and a sequence of operations II, III, E±1 , E±2 , F±1 and F±2 or their inverses (all preserving
OMS-divides).
(3) The links of two OMS-divides are strongly equivalent if and only if the two OMS-divides are
M-equivalent.
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Fig. 40.
Fig. 41.
Proof. The first point is simply a combination of Theorem 1.13 and of Lemma 2.6.1. The second one
is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.4 and Lemmas 2.6.2–2.6.4: Consider two M-equivalent OMS-
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Fig. 42.
divides (Γ , ε) and (Γ ′, ε′). From Corollary 2.4, there exists a chain of MS-divides joining (Γ , ε) to
(Γ ′, ε′). If we consider the sequence of heights as a sequence of “mountains, valleys and tablelands”,
we use Lemma 2.6.2 to “level the mountains” and Lemma 2.6.3 to “dig valleys” in the tablelands, till we
obtain a chain joining (Γ , ε) to (Γ ′, ε′) with all heights equal to 0. Thus, since S1 changes the height,
this operation and its inverse don’t occur in the final chain. Then Lemma 2.6.4 allows us to avoid S±2 by
using operation F±2 . The third point combines (1) with Theorem 1.13. 
3. Polynomial invariant for OMS-divides
3.1. The W-polynomial of a cuspidal divide
Let (Γ , ε) be an OMS-divide. We only consider Γ in ρ−1([−a, a]), and we mark the points of
Γ ∩ ρ−1({−a, a}) without vertical tangents, called end points, by a big point ( on ρ = −a and
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on ρ = a). Let t and u be two independent commuting variables, and set:
δ = t + 1
t
and γ = 1+ t
u
.
We assign to each crossing point with sign ε = ±1 a weight tε or −t2ε, and to each point on
ρ−1({−a, a}) with vertical tangent a weight u or −t . A state S for (Γ , ε) is a diagram obtained from
(Γ , ε) by replacing:
– each crossing point with (resp. ) if the weight is tε (resp. −t2ε)
– each maximum of ρ|Γ by (resp. ) if the weight is u (resp. −t)
– each minimum of ρ|Γ by (resp. ) if the weight is u (resp. −t)
(Compare this with the oriented state model for the Jones polynomial in [7].)
Let’s call a cuspidal divide (Γ , ε) a diagram that is an OMS-divide except at a finite number of points
with horizontal cusps or . As a divide has interval and circular branches, we can talk similarly of
interval and circular branches for a cuspidal divide. Notice that a state for an OMS-divide is a cuspidal
divide without a crossing point or vertical tangent. We can also define a state for a cuspidal divide as
we have done for OMS-divides. Let St (Γ , ε) be the set of all states for a cuspidal divide. Each state
S ∈ St (Γ , ε) consists in disjoint simple closed curves with horizontal cusps (its circular branches), and
simple open curves with end points on ρ−1({−a, a}) also with horizontal cusps (its interval branches).
Let’s denote by |S|c the number of circular branches, by |S|i the number of interval branches, and by
w(Γ ,ε)(S) the product of the weights given to (Γ , ε) to obtain a state S.
Definition 3.1. Let (Γ , ε) be an OMS-divide, or more generally a cuspidal divide. The W -polynomial
of (Γ , ε) is the polynomial W(Γ ,ε)(t, u) ∈ Z[t, t−1, u, u−1], (also denoted by [(Γ , ε)]), defined by the
following formula:
[(Γ , ε)] = W(Γ ,ε)(t, u) :=
∑
S∈St (Γ ,ε)
w(Γ ,ε)(S)δ
|S|cγ |S|i−1.
We denote by Γp,q any cuspidal divide without a vertical tangent or crossing point, and with p interval
branches and q circular branches. From this definition, we directly deduce the following proposition,
which gives an equivalent definition for the W -polynomial of a cuspidal divide:
Proposition 3.2. The W-polynomial of a cuspidal divide is characterized by:
WΓp,q (t, u) = γ p−1δq
and the following skein relations:[ ] = tε [ ] −t2ε [ ][ ] = u [ ] −t [ ][ ] = u [ ] −t [ ] .
Consider a cuspidal divide (Γ , ε) ⊂ [−a, a]×[−b, b] which meets ]−a, a[×{0} in one regular point m.
Let (Γ+, ε+) and (Γ−, ε−) be the cuspidal divides respectively obtained from (Γ , ε)∩ [−a, a] × [0, b]
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and (Γ , ε) ∩ [−a, a] × [−b, 0] by pushing m up to (−a, 0) or (a, 0) along ] − a, a[×{0}. Then (Γ , ε)
is called a connected sum of (Γ+, ε+) and (Γ−, ε−), and we write (Γ , ε) = (Γ−, ε−)#(Γ+, ε+) (see
Fig. 43). Notice that for OMS-divides, the link L((Γ−, ε−)#(Γ+, ε+)) is a connected sum of the links
L(Γ−, ε−) and L(Γ+, ε+).
Fig. 43.
Denote also by (Γ1, ε1) unionsq (Γ2, ε2) the split union of two cuspidal divides (Γ1, ε1) and (Γ2, ε2). For
OMS-divides, the link L((Γ1, ε1) unionsq (Γ2, ε2)) is a split union of L(Γ1, ε1) and L(Γ2, ε2).
The following proposition is an obvious consequence of the definition of a W -polynomial:
Proposition 3.3. The W-polynomial verifies the following relations:
(1)
[ ] = [ ] = [ ] ,[ ] = [ ] = [ ] ,[ ] = [ ] = [ ] ;
(2) [(Γ1, ε1) unionsq (Γ2, ε2)] = γ [(Γ1, ε1)] [(Γ2, ε2)] ;
(3) [(Γ1, ε1)#(Γ2, ε2)] = [(Γ1, ε1)] [(Γ2, ε2)] .
Remark. As particular cases of (2), we have:[
(Γ , ε) unionsq ] = δ [(Γ , ε)] , [(Γ , ε) unionsq ] = γ [(Γ , ε)] ,[
(Γ , ε) unionsq ] = γ [(Γ , ε)] , [(Γ , ε) unionsq ] = γ [(Γ , ε)] .
We also deduce the following useful relations:[ ] = −t3ε [ ] , [ ] = −t3ε [ ] ,[ ] = −t3ε [ ] , [ ] = −t3ε [ ] .
3.2. The W-polynomial is an invariant forM-equivalence
Theorem 3.4. (1) TwoM-equivalent OMS-divides have the same W-polynomial.
(2) The W-polynomial is an invariant for the strong equivalence of strongly invertible links.
Proof. From Propositions 3.2 and 3.3, we deduce that the W -polynomial of OMS-divides is invariant by
moves II, III0, III3, E±1 , E±2 , F±1 and F±2 . Then the result is a consequence of Theorem 2.6. 
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Remark. The following skein relations preserve OMS-divides:
1
t2
[ ]− t2 [ ] = (1
t
− t
) [ ]
1
t
[ ]− t [ ] = u (1
t
− 1
) [ ]
1
t
[ ]− t [ ] = u (1
t
− 1
) [ ]
[ ] = [ ] = t ([ ]+ [ ]− u [ ])[ ] = [ ] = t ([ ]+ [ ]− u [ ]) .
3.3. Some properties of the W-polynomial of OMS-divides
Let’s denote by (Γ ∗, ε∗) the divide obtained from (Γ , ε) by changing all signs of the crossing points
of (Γ , ε) and by replacing (resp. ) by (resp. ), and call (Γ ∗, ε∗) the mirror of (Γ , ε). Note
that L(Γ ∗, ε∗) is the mirror image of L(Γ , ε) (cf. the braid presentation of L(Γ , ε) in [4] for instance).
Proposition 3.5. Let (Γ , ε) be an OMS-divide with p interval branches and q circular branches. Then:
(1) W(Γ ∗,ε∗)(t, u) = W(Γ ,ε)(1t , ut ).
(2) W(Γ ,ε)(t, u) = u1−pW(Γ ,ε)(t, 1).
(3) W(Γ ,ε)(eipi/3, u) =
(√
3
u e
ipi/6
)p−1
.
(4) If p = 1, the polynomial W˜(Γ ,ε)(t) := W(Γ ,ε)(t, 1+ t) = W(Γ ,ε)(t, u) does not depend on u and we
have: W˜(Γ ,ε)(1) = 2q , W˜(Γ ,ε)(−1) = (−2)q .
Proof. From Proposition 3.2, we obtain (1). From the formula of defintion 3.1, we obtain (2) and (3).
Suppose now that p = 1. We can replace u by t + 1. Then for t = ±1, the skein relations of the remark
of Section 3.2 become:[ ] = [ ] [ ] = [ ] [ ] = [ ][ ] = [ ] [ ] = [ ] .
So W˜(Γ ,ε)(±1) doesn’t depend on the signs ε and all moves of type II,III,E±1 , E±2 , F±1 and F±2 with
arbitrary signs do not change the value of W˜(Γ ,ε)(±1). From these moves and the previous skein
relations, deduce (4):
W˜(Γ ,ε)(±1) = W˜Γq (±1) = (±2)q
where Γq is the split union of one component and q components . 
3.4. Examples: OMS-divides and W-polynomials for knots up to seven crossing
For a knot K , let’s denote by Sym( S3, K ) = pi0(Diff( S3, K )) the symmetry group of the pair ( S3, K )
and by Sym+( S3, K ) the subgroup generated by elements of Diff( S3, K ) that preserve the orientation
of S3. Since 31, 51 and 71 are torus knots, their symmetry group is D1. So they have only one strong
inversion up to strong equivalence, i.e. oneM-equivalence class of divide. The amphicheiral hyperbolic
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knots 41 and 63 have symmetry groups D4. They have two strong inversions up to strong equivalence
(non conjugate in Sym+( S3, K )), and so twoM-equivalence classes of divide (interchanged by miror
operation). The symmetry group of the knots 74 and 77 is D4. However, the four strong inversions are
pairwise conjugate in Sym( S3, K ). Hence, they have two strong inversions up to strong equivalence,
i.e. two M-equivalence classes of divide. All other knots up to seven crossings have symmetry group
D2 and so two strong inversions up to strong equivalence, i.e. twoM-equivalence classes of divide.
A list of OMS-divides for all these knots is given by Fig. 44.
The following table gives the W -polynomials for the knots up to seven crossings (SI is the number
of strong inversions up to strong equivalence, the symbol f means full symmetry, = amphicheiral, +
invertible (see [8])).
Knot Sym SI W -polynomials
31 D1 1 t
4 − t3 + t
41 D
f
4 2 t
2 − t + 1+ 1t − 1t2
−t2 + t + 1− 1t + 1t2
51 D1 1 −t7 + t6 + t5 − t4 + t2
52 D2 2 −t6 + t5 + t4 − 2t3 + t2 + t
t6 − t5 + t4 − t2 + t
61 D2 2 t
4 − t3 − t2 + 2t − 1t + 1t2
t4 − t3 + t2 + 1t − 1t2
62 D2 2 −t5 + 2t4 − 2t2 + 2t + 1− 1t
t5 − 2t3 + 2t2 − 1+ 1t
63 D
f
4 2 t
3 − 2t2 + 3− 2t + 1t3
t3 − 2t + 3− 2
t2
+ 1
t3
71 D1 1 t
10 − t9 − t8 + t7 + t6 − t5 + t3
72 D2 2 t
8 − t7 − t6 + 2t5 − 2t3 + t2 + t
t8 − t7 + t6 − t2 + t
73 D2 2 −t9 + t8 − t6 + 2t5 − t3 + t2
t9 − t8 − 2t7 + 3t6 − 2t4 + t3 + t2
74 D4 2 t
8 − t7 + t5 − t3 + t
−t8 + t7 − t5 + 2t4 − t3 + t
75 D2 2 −t9 + 2t8 − t7 − t6 + 3t5 − t4 − t3 + t2
t9 − 3t7 + 3t6 + t5 − 3t4 + t3 + t2
76 D2 2 t
6 − 2t5 + t4 + 2t3 − 3t2 + t + 2− 1t
−t6 + 2t5 − t4 − 2t3 + 3t2 − t + 1t
77 D4 2 −t4 + 2t3 − t2 − 2t + 4− 1t − 1t2 + 1t3
t4 − t2 + 2− 1t − 1t2 + 1t3
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Fig. 44.
Final remark. For u = √t , the modulo 2 W -polynomials seem to coincide with the modulo 2 Jones
polynomial (cf. relations of the remark in Section 3.2 and [6]). Is it true?
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